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Control & Quality

A Passion for Reliability

There’s more to delivering
training than showing

Crane Tech's continuing goal is to help
clients meet the demands of an evolving
economy and diverse industrial and
construction requirements.

up and speaking to
an audience. Crane
Tech understands the
importance of ensuring that every
detail of your training is handled

We understand you work in the high-risk
field of materials handling — but, we also
know those risks can be eliminated by
increasing your company’s reliability.
More than just a buzzword; ‘reliability’
means your workforce, equipment, and
methods have the capacity to perform
safely and efficiently in routine, as well as
extreme or unexpected conditions.

professionally and thoroughly. We
set a high standard for ourselves,
and Behind the Scenes provides an
inside look at just some of the
detail required for this level of
quality.
More than what you expect.
….It’s what you deserve.
Bo Collier, President

Reliability reduces risk, increases your competitive advantage, improves
your effectiveness, and reduces costs. Crane Tech brings these benefits by
providing an accurate needs analysis, competency based training, expert
technicians with years of practical experience, technology that keeps the
programs and methods on track, and the commitment to deliver a service
second to none - just as we have for more than 30-years.
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The president of Crane Tech is Bo Collier, who
leads the company with a passion for safety and
reliability — both internally and for each client the
company serves. Beginning his career path in
engineering school, Bo later worked as rigger and
crane operator before joining Crane Tech in 1978.
He’s held many positions over the years, but none
as important as leading a company that’s become known as the most reliable
and technically skilled material handling training and consulting company in
America.
Bo is an active Member of the National Commission for Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO); serving on the Mobile Crane Written Exam
Management Committee, Overhead Crane Committee, Rigging Committee
and a member of the NCCCO Commission. He also sees that other
employees continue their development and commitment to the industry by
serving on such committees as the NCCCO Articulating Crane Committee
and the newly formed NCCCO Crane Certifiers Task Force.

